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Context
Our society and industry manipulate enormous amounts of private data (with various privacy
levels and properties). Medical personal data is the archetype of such data. Every day, individuals
and doctors exchange and update data, but these sensitive updates are often traced nor controlled
in ad-hoc fashion. In addition, the pharma industry is aggregating data from multiple sources to
perform analyses on drugs and such data cohorts are consumed by different players. Within such
scenario, corrupted data is expensive because it can render completely large campaigns invalid.
However, once mixed is is impossible to trace and revoked corrupted data.

Such scenarios exhibit key properties that modern society is expecting from data manipulation:

• Traced. Any data should be able to request its origin, history and ownership. Even when
recomposed to form new data, elementary data origin should be identifiable. In addition,
the history of data changes should be accessible.

• Revocable. Invalid or corrupted data should be revocable and identifiable and this over the
complete chain of composition.

• Multi-facet data. A single piece of data can have multiple facets (kind, dimension, valida-
tion, trigger...). In addition, such facetted data should also handle the fact that a piece of data
can be nested and/or resulting from the composition of multiple other piece of data. Such re-
sulting complex data should support revocation and origin/ownership of its subparts. Such
facetted data may depend on the user and the user access rights: the same data in addition
to its other properties may be invisible, read only, or writable.

We call Smart Data data having such properties (by opposition to big data). Such properties raise
several challenges from an implementation point of view in terms of scalability (tracking changes
or ownership), implementation (for example of warranty of immutability), and speed.

State of the art within the laboratory
Several international efforts have been carried around elements of the proposal but none of them
on its entirety and in the context of the RGPD.
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• Capabilities. Works such as the ones around E (the language), [?, ?, ?, ?], introduced capa-
bilities to restrain object properties to support isolation.

• Isolation. Caja is an attempt to isolate Javascript applications [?, ?].

• Ownership. To support ownership, researchers investigated ownership types [?, ?, ?, ?] for
object encapsulation. [?] proposed different message sends to support dynamic ownership
in a dynamically-type languages.

Work in the team. Nevertheless none of them radically rethink object-oriented programming
in presence of the properties supporting traceability, ownership, history and revocation. We per-
formed some preliminary study of the topic and developed a first prototype in the context of the
CPER Data - 2 [?]. The current proposal will revisit such background and take advantage of the
knowledge accumulated by the following PhD defended in the team:

• The PhD of C. Teruel entitled ”Adaptability and Encapsulation in Dynamically-Typed Lan-
guages: Taming Reflection and Extension Methods” and financed by the DGA was about the
development of language constructs around ownership and how to control reflective oper-
ations that breach security concerns [?, ?].

• The PhD of J.B. Arnaud entitled ”Towards First Class References as a Security Infrastruc-
ture in Dynamically-Typed Languages” was about the development of security constructs in
dynamic languages [?, ?, ?].

• The work around proxies as part of the PhD of M. Martinez-Peck and C. Teruel [?, ?]

Ph.D. Proposal
RGPD is a law to help citizens to control their data. However, there is a challenge to help devel-
opers build systems exhibiting by construction such properties. The easier it will be to produce
systems like that the more chance we will have that our data are safely managed. The goal of this
PhD is to explore and design a language and execution enginewhere data exhibit properties
that support RGPD and Smart Data.

The PhD will develop language constructs and execution engine to support Smart Data.

The objectives are:

• Revisit and design object model and execution supporting the definition of multi-facet prop-
erties (frame KR-based).

• Define a model of elementary operations to compose, aggregate object while supporting war-
ranty of no modification, history and origin.

• Revisit capability model to support revocation and the smart data properties.

• Define publication mechanisms with non modification warranty based on a block-chain
back-end.

• Validate the results on real case studies.
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PhD will work on:

• State of the art on revocation, capability, ownership, and support for RGPD.

• Identify scenarios with sensible data and complex multi player multi access rights.

• Evaluate first class instance variables and how they can contribute to the design of facetted
data.

• Explore design of object-oriented languages supporting smart data (origin, history,...).

• Identify a minimal change algebra supporting smart data properties.

• Explore design on the light of scalability issues.
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